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2006 ANNUAL MECHANICAL INTEGRITY PROCEDURE 

FOR 
WDW-138 

 
URS CORPORATION 
TEXAS CITY, TEXAS 

 
SANDIA PROJECT No. 839-URS-06 

 

  
 
The procedures to complete the 2006 Ambient Monitoring and Mechanical Integrity Testing (MIT) for WDW-138, as 
prescribed by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA), Region 6, are detailed below.  
   
NOTIFICATION AND APPROVAL FROM THE TCEQ AND THE USEPA.
 
STEP    Task 
 
1. URS will ensure that the well is placed out of service for a period of 48 hours prior to testing 

commencement. 
 
2. URS will provide adequate access to wellhead. 

 
3. Sandia Technologies, LLC and all third party venders will complete URS orientation 

requirements prior to initiating on-site activities. 
 
Annulus Pressure Test Procedure 
 NOTE:  The annulus pressure test will be conducted according to TCEQ’s "Basic Guidelines for 

Mechanical Integrity Tests and Related Cased Hole Wireline Logging". 
 

4. A calibrated test gauge or wireline pressure transducer will be installed on the annulus of WDW-
138.  A certificate of calibration will be provided for the gauge or transducer. 

 
5. Utilizing the URS annulus pump, pressurize the 7-inch protection casing by 2-7/8-inch injection 

tubing annulus minimum of 1,000 psi above the static shut-in surface tubing pressure. 
 
6. Monitor and record the annulus pressure of WDW-138 every five minutes for a minimum of 

thirty minutes.  In accordance with the TCEQ guidelines for the APT, the annulus pressure test 
will be considered acceptable if the pressure loss or gain is less than 5% of the starting test 
pressure during the 30-minute test period.  The test will also be recorded on a computer and 
pressure data will be supplied on a floppy disk.  If the pressure loss or buildup is greater than 5% 
of the initial test pressure, the annulus pressure test will be repeated.  The results of the annulus 
pressure test will be reported to the URS project manager. 

 
7. Bleed down annulus pressure to normal operating range and remove surface pressure transducer 

from the annulus.  Connect the monitoring system to the wells annulus and return the annulus 
pressure system to normal operating conditions. 
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Move-In and Rig Up Logging Unit On WDW-138 
 
8. Move in and rig up a wireline logging unit, mast unit, and wireline lubricator with grease injector 

pressure control equipment.  Logging unit must provide a line washer for pressure testing of 
lubricator and rinsing of electric-line, pump-in tee, and wing valve suitable for pump truck 
operations.  

 
9. Following the successful completion of the Annulus Pressure Test, pick up a calibrated memory 

(battery operated) recording pressure probe and Radioactive Tracer Survey (RTS) tool string.  The 
RTS tool string should consist of a bow spring centralizer, dual gamma ray detectors (upper and 
lower detectors), a collar locator, and a radioactive tracer ejector and will be configured to TCEQ 
guidelines. 

 
Pressure Survey 
 
10. Position the memory pressure gauge at or near the top of the wellhead.  Collect 10 minutes of 

static wellhead pressure and temperature data (10-second data). 
 
11. Continue in the wellbore in 1,000 feet increments taking pressure gradient stops, collecting 10 

minutes of pressure data.  
 
12. Correlate depth at the production packer of 3,552 feet to 3,560 feet, according to the Gulf Coast 

Well Analysis Radioactive Tracer Survey (RTS) dated March 16, 2005.  Note depth correction.  
Continue with gradient stop at 4,000 feet. 

 
13. Position pressure gauge at 4,142 feet (20-feet above the upper most perforation).  Allow pressure 

gauge to stabilize at depth for a minimum of 1 hour. 
 
Radioactive Tracer Survey 
 
14. Move-in and rig up a fluid pump truck and a 130-barrel vacuum truck (fluid transport).  Vacuum 

truck should be loaded with fresh water.  Add liquid potassium chloride (KCl) substitute until 
obtaining a 3-percent equivalent KCl mixture.  Attach vacuum truck to the low-pressure filter unit 
equipped with 5-micron filters.  Attach a fluid discharge hose from filter unit to the fluid holding 
tank of the fluid pump truck.  Attach a high-pressure fluid discharge hose to the wireline 
lubricator pump-in sub. 

 
15. Following the completion of the Static Pressure Survey, run an RTS as follows:  

a. Run gamma ray/casing collar locator (GR/CCL) initial base log from approximately 4,271 
feet measured depth (tagged fill during 2005 RTS) to 3,350 feet (202 feet above log-
indicated top of packer).  Tie in depths with the Gulf Coast Well Analysis RAT log dated 
March 16, 2005.  Note that reference KB elevation is 8.0 feet above the lowermost wellhead 
flange. 

b. Position RTS lower detector at 4,142 feet (or 20 feet above top of perforations).  Run log in 
statistical time drive for five minutes. 
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c. Position RTS lower detector at 3,830 feet (or 10 feet above log-indicated abandoned top of 
packer).  Run log in statistical time drive for five minutes. 

d. Establish a constant injection rate of approximately 42 gallons per minute with the fluid 
pump truck. 

e. Pick up RTS tool to 3,350 feet and eject a slug of Iodine-131.  Verify ejection of isotope by 
monitoring the time it takes for the isotope to pass from ejector to lower detector. 

f. Profile the movement of the isotope in the wellbore with over lapping logging passes until 
isotope enters the disposal interval or moves below the top of the fill at approximately 4,271 
feet. 

g. Repeat steps e and f for second slug chase survey. 

h. Position RTS tool lower detector at 4,122 feet (40 feet above top of active perforations).  
Increase injection rate to approximately 60 gallons per minute. 

i. Eject a slug of Iodine-131.  Verify ejection of isotope by monitoring the time it takes for the 
isotope to pass from ejector to lower detector. 

j. Hold RTS tool stationary with lower detector at 4,240 feet while logging in statistical time 
drive for 15 minutes. 

k. Repeat step i and step j for the second time-drive survey. 

l. Cease injection, rig down, and release the fluid pump truck and vacuum truck.  Run final 
GR/CCL log from tagged fill at approximately 4,271 feet to 3,350 feet.  Compare final log to 
initial base log. 

m. Unload RTS tool and pull out of hole with RTS tools and pressure gauge. 

16. Collect pressure data from memory pressure gauge.  Rig down and release the wireline logging 
unit. 

 
Prepare Report  
 
17. Prepare the Mechanical Integrity and Bottomhole Pressure Falloff Test report in accordance with 

TCEQ and USEPA guidelines.  URS will submit the final report to the TCEQ and USEPA within 
the thirty calendar days allowed for submittal to the TCEQ and USEPA following the completion 
of the field activities. 
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